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Antiswarming: Structure and dynamics of repulsive chemically active particles
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Chemically active Brownian particles with surface catalytic reactions may repel each other due to
diffusiophoretic interactions in the reaction and product concentration fields. The system behavior can be
described by a “chemical” coupling parameter c that compares the strength of diffusiophoretic repulsion to
Brownian motion, and by a mapping to the classical electrostatic one component plasma (OCP) system. When
confined to a constant-volume domain, body-centered cubic (bcc) crystals spontaneously form from random
initial configurations when the repulsion is strong enough to overcome Brownian motion. Face-centered cubic
(fcc) crystals may also be stable. The “melting point” of the “liquid-to-crystal transition” occurs at c ≈ 140 for
both bcc and fcc lattices.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.96.060601
I. INTRODUCTION

Chemically active particles suspended in fluids may achieve
self-propulsion by surface catalytic reactions of chemical
solutes [1]. One mechanism is self-diffusiophoresis, whereby
the motion of a particle arises from the asymmetric solute
concentration field c(x,t) created near its surface.
Typically, reactants are consumed on the surface of a
chemically active particle, and when a second particle appears
in the vicinity, it is attracted by a diffusiophoretic velocity
U ∼ −∇c. Active particles with attractive interactions are
observed to exhibit dynamic clustering and gas-liquid phase
transition [2–4]. Thermodynamiclike theories [5] utilizing the
swim pressure [6] as an equation of state, and other theories
based on similar thermodynamiclike models [7–9] work well
in describing the phase separation phenomena.
However, few studies have investigated active particles with
repulsive interactions. If the surface chemical reactions release
solutes instead of consuming them, the solute concentration
c(x,t) is increased in the vicinity of each particle, and the
diffusiophoretic velocity is now repulsive between particles
(see Fig. 1). Repulsive particles, if confined in a constant
volume container, may overcome the randomizing thermal
Brownian motion and form a crystal lattice [10]. Derjaguin and
Golovanov [11] observed the formation of periodic crystal-like
structures in living cells and suggested that it is due to repulsive
diffusiophoretic interactions.
A classical example of repulsive particles that show a
liquid-to-crystal transition is the so-called one component
plasma (OCP). In an OCP moving positive charges are
immersed in a uniform and neutralizing background sea of
negative electrons, and the system behavior is governed by
an electrostatic coupling parameter e , which measures the
electrostatic energy relative to thermal energy [12]. It is well
known that the liquidlike structure at small e transforms to
bcc (body-centered cubic) for e  175 [13–22].
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In this work we explore the collective motion of repulsive
active particles by simulations with a full solution of the
diffusiophoretic interactions as described in our methods paper
[23]. We show that repulsive chemically active particles exhibit
a “liquid-to-crystal” phase transition, similar to an OCP.
Quantitatively, we define a chemical coupling parameter c
for the chemically active system in analogy to e for an OCP.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A first-order surface catalytic reaction R → θ P is assumed
to occur homogeneously on the spherical particle surface
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Making use of the stoichiometry/diffusivity factor (1 − θ DR /DP ), the reaction can be taken
to be irreversible: j R · n = −κc(n) on the boundary, where c is
the reactant concentration, κ is the reaction rate constant, and n
is the surface normal vector pointing outward from the particle.
Here, θ is the stoichiometry of the reaction and DR and DP
are the diffusivities of the reactants and products, respectively.
The Damkhöler number Da = aκ/DR governs the reaction
rate: Da → ∞ corresponds to diffusion limited due to a fast
reaction, while Da → 0 is the slow reaction-rate limit.
When the chemical solutes are much smaller in size than
the active particles, each chemically active particle is driven
by the osmotic pressure of the reactant solute concentration
kB T c(x,t) integrated over the particle’s surface [24,25] and
achieves the velocity

L()
U 0 = −(1 − θ DR /DP )
nkB T c(x,t)dS, (1)
6π ηa
where a is the particle radius, η is the solution viscosity, and
the nondimensional hydrodynamic mobility function L() =
(3/2)2 (1 + 23 )/(1 + )3 , with  = δ/a, measures the flow
of fluid with viscosity η in a layer of thickness δ adjacent to the
colloidal particle where the particle-solute interactive force is
operative. Here we have taken the simplest form of interactive
force between the solute and the colloidal particle, namely,
a hard-sphere repulsive force at a distance rc = a + δ (and δ
need not be small compared to the particle size a, although
typically it is so). More general interactive forces will only
have a quantitative effect and the details are discussed in [25].
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FIG. 1. A schematic for the repulsive diffusiophoretic interaction.
Reactant solutes with diffusivity DR and flux j R are consumed on the
surface of catalytic particle 1 with the first-order boundary condition
n · j R = −κcR . Product solutes (small red dots) leave the particle
surface with flux j P and diffusivity DP . In the vicinity of the particle
1 cP is increased while cR is decreased. When the product is more
effective at pushing particle 2 (which occurs when 1 − θ DR /DP <
0), particle 2 feels a repulsive diffusiophoretic force F ∼ ∇cP . From
the reaction boundary conditions a simple scaling between cR and
cP holds [24] and only the reaction concentration field needs to be
computed, which we denote simply as c. The particles then move
according to (1).

The prefactor (1 − θ DR /DP ) scales the solution of reactant
concentration c(x,t) to the total solute concentration of both
reactant and products. When θ DR /DP > 1, the products
push the particles more effectively than the reactants and the
particles can be considered sources releasing products and
therefore they repel each other. Here in (1) we also assumed
that  = δ/a is the same for both reactant and product solutes.
If δR = δP , the function L() could be absorbed into the
scale factor, and the new scale factor could be written as
L(R ) − L(P )θ DR /DP .
The governing equation for c(x,t) is the classic convectionreaction-diffusion equation. The convection is controlled by
the Péclet number Pe = U0 a/DR . In diffusiophoresis, the
particle velocity U0 is usually so small that Pe  1 [24], and
therefore the convection of c can be ignored. Diffusion of the
reactive solute is fast enough for c to achieve a steady state,
instantaneously following the particle motion. In this case,
the governing equation for the reactant reduces to Laplace’s
equation, ∇ 2 c = 0, similar to an electrostatic field. To leading
order, the disturbance to the solute concentration field induced
by one reactive particle is c ∼ q/r, where q is the particle
reactivity—that is, how many molecules are consumed on
the particle surface in unit time, which is analogous to the
electrostatic charge Ze.
The active particles are assumed to be confined in a constant
volume three-dimensional (3D) space, and the reactant is
assumed to be released by distributed sources throughout the
space to maintain the system as “chemically neutral.” Therefore the volume average reactant concentration is maintained at
a constant c . Without the chemically neutralizing condition,
the particles eventually consume all the reactant and no steady
state can be achieved. Experimentally, Theurkauff et al. [2]
have demonstrated a two-dimensional implementation of a
chemically neutral suspension in which the solute diffuses into

a colloid monolayer reaction zone from a large reservoir and
the system is kept evolving for many hours to reach a steady
state. The chemically neutral assumption is also common for
3D reactive suspension systems [26].
An analogy to an OCP can be made. The repulsive active
particles resemble the positive ions in an OCP, and the chemically neutralizing sources are similar to the electrostatically
neutralizing background. By analogy, active particles should
be liquidlike when the repulsion is weak and be solidlike when
the repulsion is strong enough to order the particles into a
periodic lattice.
A key difference, however, is that moving ions in an OCP
are point charges and the charges are fixed at Ze, while the
reactivity q of a chemically active particle changes in response
to the local concentration of reactants due to the chemical
reaction on the particle’s surface. Also, the reactivity has a
distribution on the particle’s spherical surface—the particle is
more than merely a “point charge.” The changing reactivity
results in changing interactions, which is fundamentally
different from the additive pairwise potential assumption
employed in previous simulation work on attractive active
particles [4,27]. The changing reactivity also poses a difficulty for thermodynamiclike treatments. Even if we define a
mean-field effective pairwise potential, it is state dependent,
and it is known that some thermodynamic inconsistencies
and peculiarities may appear for density-dependent pairwise
interactions [28,29].
In this work, we simulate the system with the accelerated
Laplacian dynamics method [23], which we describe briefly
without going into the mathematical details. The chemical
reaction on each particle is represented by a multipole
expansion, keeping only the monopole, q, and the dipole, S,
similar to electrostatics. Here, q is the net consumption rate
of reactant and S is the asymmetry of the consumption on the
particle surface. Second, the perturbation c of each particle to
the average field c is calculated from q, which propagates
as 1/r, and S, which propagates as 1/r 2 . Third, with the firstorder reaction condition, the monopole and dipole strength of
particle α follow from a Faxen-type law: qα ∝ c + c (x α ),
and Sα ∝ ∇c (x α ), where c (x α ) and ∇c (x α ) are perturbations
arising from all particles β = α and are evaluated at the center
of α. (For chemically neutral systems ∇ c = 0.) In this way,
the equations for the solute field c are closed and can be solved
iteratively at each time step for different configurations of the
active particles.
The diffusiophoretic velocity of an active particle is then
determined from the solution for the solute concentration field
c at each time step. The velocity U 0,α of particle α in (1)
can be calculated analytically utilizing the first-order reaction
boundary condition, j R · n = −κc(n), to give
U 0,α
4π a∇c(x α )
= −(1 − θ DR /DP )L() c a 3
.
(Da + 2) c
D/a

(2)

By the assumed uniformity of the reaction on a particle surface
there is no self-diffusiophoretic motion; particle motion arises
solely from normal diffusiophoresis in the concentration
gradient created by the other particles.
The system dynamics are integrated with overdamped
Brownian dynamics: X = U 0 t + XB + XHS , where
XB is the translational Brownian motion satisfying
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especially in the regime where φ is far from the closed-packing
limit φRCP ≈ 0.64. The following equation was found to be a
universal fit to q /q0 for all structures and all (Da,φ) ranges
investigated in this work:
q
1
=
,
1/3
q0
1 − Bφ Da/(1 + Da)

FIG. 2. The distribution of particle reaction q and local volume
fraction φp , and their correlation. (a) The snapshot of the equilibrium
structure of the system in a periodic box of 42a × 42a × 42a,
with φ = 0.0488, Da = 2.0, N = 864, SD = −15.0, c ≈ 20. Each
particle is colored by q/q0 . (b) The same system, but equilibrated
with stronger repulsion SD = −60.0, c ≈ 80.

XB = 0, XB XB = 2Dt, and XHS is the nonoverlapping hard-sphere collision displacement calculated with the
potential-free algorithm [30].
We nondimensionalize the system with the active particle
radius a, the particle diffusion time τD = a 2 /D, where D is the
Brownian diffusivity of an active particle, D = kB T /6π ηa,
and the imposed reactant concentration c . The phoretic
velocity then behaves as U 0 ∝ −SD ∇(c/ c ), where SD =
(1 − θ DR /DP )L() c a 3 is the nondimensional concentration, i.e., the “fuel concentration.” Increasing |SD | is equivalent
to increasing the hydrogen peroxide concentration in the
experiments [2,31]. In this work, we report only the result
of the repulsive case SD < 0. The attractive case for SD > 0
is discussed elsewhere [32].
III. THE WEAK REPULSION REGIME:
FLUCTUATING INTERACTIONS

In simulations covering a wide range of volume fraction
0.001 < φ < 0.15 and Damköhler number 0.1 < Da < 10,
we found that under weak repulsion (small |SD |), the system
remains randomly distributed due to Brownian motion. To
analyze the structure Voronoi cells are built around each
particle and the local volume fraction is defined as φp =
4
π a 3 /Vp , where Vp is the volume of the Voronoi cell occupied
3
by that particle.
The first-order reaction R → θ P gives an infinitely dilute
reactivity q0 = −4π DR a c Da/(1 + Da). With increasing φ,
many-body interactions increase the reactivity of a particle
and the average reactivity q increases [26]. In this work
we assume that the volumetric average of reactant solute
concentration is held constant at c by the distributed source
of reactant, and therefore on average q /q0 > 1 as shown
in Fig. 2. Although, in principle, q /q0 should depend on
the specific microstructure, the dependence is very weak [33],

(3)

with B = 1.62.
Although on average particles are always supplied with
reactant as the global average c is held constant, locally
they still compete for reactant due to the fluctuations of
the microstructure. If the local particle volume fraction φ
is higher than the average φ , the competition for reactant
solutes occurs locally and decreases q of particles with high
φp . We quantify this local competition by the correlation
between the single-particle reactivity q and the local volume
fraction φp . Figure 2 shows this correlation for an example
system of Da = 2,φ = 0.0488, at different repulsion strengths.
Figure 2(a) and 2(b) both show a power-law correlation
between q/q0 and φp . It is known that the correlation is q/q0 ∝
−1/2
−1/3
φp
in random suspensions but changes to q/q0 ∝ φp
in
periodic suspensions [34]. The simulation results agree with
−1/3
−1/2
and φp
are for
this transition. These correlations of φp
local fluctuations only, and are not the same as the scaling in
(3), which is for the global average of q over all particles
in the system. With SD = −15 in Fig. 2(a) the structure
−1/2
remains random and the correlation follows q/q0 ∝ φp .
Under strong repulsion [SD = −60 in Fig. 2(b)], the particle
reactivity q is narrowly distributed around q , because the
strong repulsion keeps the particles almost homogeneously
distributed. In this case each particle experiences almost the
same microstructure, and the structure is close to a periodic
configuration. Thus the correlation in this case is close to
−1/3
q/q0 ∝ φp .
Therefore, in the strong repulsion case, we can ignore the
fluctuations in q and define a parameter based on q to
quantify the leading order effect of repulsion vs Brownian
motion, again by an analogy to an OCP. In an OCP, the
controlling parameter is e = (Ze)2 /(4π 0 LkB T ), where Ze
is the ion charge, 0 is the dielectric permittivity, and L is
a length scale determined by ion number density n: L =
(4π n/3)−1/3 . The parameter e measures the ratio of the
electrostatic potential energy of two ions separated by L
to the thermal energy kB T . Similarly, we can define c as
the ratio of diffusiophoretic repulsion to Brownian motion,
where the subscript c denotes chemically active particles. To
leading order, the repulsive diffusiophoretic velocity U0 ∼
−SD ∇c, as shown in (2), and in the overdamped limit F ∝
6π ηaU0 ∼ ∇(1/r). Thus, we can define an “average potential
of chemical force” Φc according to F = −∇Φc . We use the
same length scale L = (4π n/3)−1/3 = φ −1/3 a as in an OCP,
but replace the number density n with particle volume fraction
φ, since particles are not point charges. We also scale q
with q0 , as in the scaling relation (3). Therefore, we have
ΦL = SD kB T q /[(Da + 2) c DR L], and c can be defined
in the nondimensional form
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Note, the thermal energy kB T does not appear in c because
both the repulsive force [in Eq. (1)] and thermal Brownian
motion scale linearly with kB T .
IV. THE STRONG REPULSION REGIME:
LIQUID-TO-CRYSTAL PHASE TRANSITION

The analogy to an OCP and the similar definition of c
implies the existence of a liquid-to-crystal phase transition,
which is confirmed by our simulations.
In an OCP, bcc is considered the stable crystal structure.
However, the free-energy difference between bcc and fcc is
very small, and fcc can also maintain its structure, similar
to diamond and graphite. The melting point of both fcc and
bcc are reported [35,36] to be ebcc ≈ 175 and efcc ≈ 185,
respectively.
For chemically active particles, we conducted simulations
in 3D cubic periodic boxes with approximately N = 1000
particles, with large SD (c ∼ 800), starting from a random
particle distribution and tracked the structural evolution for
a long time ∼1000τD . The simulation process is equivalent
to suddenly cooling a liquid to very low temperature and
allowing it to relax to equilibrium. bcc crystals formed in all
“cooling” simulations, with inevitable distortion and defects.
The formation of a bcc lattice is similar to the experiments
[19] and simulations [22] of an OCP.
In order to accurately locate the transition, i.e., the “melting
point” of the repulsive active particle crystal, “melting simulations” were conducted. Melting, instead of cooling, is chosen
because in the liquid-solid phase transition the cooling process
usually requires a large amount of subcooling to provide
the crystallization with enough “driving force,”while melting
usually occurs immediately at the melting point. Although
the thermal energy kB T cancels out in the definition of c ,
increasing the Brownian motion is equivalent to increasing
the “temperature” and corresponds to decreasing c . We start
from 3D periodic systems of perfect crystal structures and run
simulations covering a wide range of c , for sufficiently long
times ∼1000τD .
To quantify the structure we use both the dynamic criterion
Dl /D [37], where Dl is the long-time diffusivity of the
particles, and the static order parameter Q6 [38]. As shown

FIG. 4. The measurement Q6 of the melting process. (a) The
initial configuration is bcc and (b) the initial configuration is fcc. For
each combination of φ (shape) and Da (color), simulations of different
SD are conducted so that a range of 100 < c < 250 is covered. The
melting point for both bcc and fcc is c ≈ 140.

in Figs. 3 and 4, Dl /D and Q6 give consistent results
in quantifying the system melting point, for both bcc and
fcc structures. However, the calculation of Dl /D requires
significant computation time because we must track the system
for a very long time. Thus, we use Q6 when mapping the
entire phase diagram for the range of 0.001 < φ < 0.15,
0.1 < Da < 10, and N ≈ 1000. When calculating Q6 we
include approximately the second shell of neighbors [38].
Including only the first shell results in a smaller value of Q6 ,
but the measured transition point does not change. Test runs
show that a simple cubic lattice spontaneously transforms to a
distorted bcc lattice. Therefore we search for the melting point
of bcc and fcc lattices only.
As shown in Fig. 4, all the melting simulations show the
same sharp jump in Q6 , and the transition point for both
bcc and fcc is cbcc,fcc ≈ 140. Two movies can be found in
the Supplemental Material [39], illustrating the freezing and
melting processes.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

FIG. 3. The measurement of structural change of bcc and fcc
crystals, both for Da = 2.0. φ = 0.0388 for the bcc system and φ =
0.0488 for the fcc system.

We explored repulsive chemically active particles with
simulations and showed that the system behavior can be
determined by a single parameter c . The liquid-to-crystal
phase transition is located at cbcc,fcc ≈ 140, which differs
from the OCP results ebcc ≈ 175, efcc ≈ 185. The difference
may come from three effects. First, although for repulsive
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chemically active particles the almost homogeneous local
structure allows us to define c based on q , fluctuations in q
are still present, which is very different from an OCP system
with fixed-point charges. More importantly, the changing
reactivity leads to Brinkman screening [40], which changes the
long-ranged 1/r interaction to a screened exp(r/LB )/r, where
LB ∼ aφ −1/2 is the screening length. The role of screening in
repulsive active matter is a complicated issue and it is unclear
whether it causes the differences in the melting point of c
compared to e . Second, limited by computing resources, in
simulations we truncated the particle multipole expansion at
the dipole level, and so some inaccuracy is inevitable. Third,
the transition point of an OCP system is typically found by
searching for the free-energy crossover via Monte Carlo methods. However, thermodynamics for repulsive active particles
are not yet defined, and so we have to search for a transition
point with dynamic simulations, which may give ∼10% error
depending on the system property and methodology [41].
Regarding the experimental realizations with hydrogen
peroxide and oxygen molecules as the fuel, both are at the
nanoscale, and in this limit L()a 3 ∼ δ 2 a, where δ ∼ 10−9 m.
Therefore, SD ∼ O(100) for c ∼ 1 mol L−1 , and c ∼
O(100). So the estimated phase transition at cbcc,fcc ∼ 140 is
within the reach of the experiments. If the particles are confined
to a monolayer by gravity and geometry, similar repulsive
crystals should form, which should be hexagonal because the
repulsion to leading order is isotropic. It would be interesting
to see if our predictions are borne out by experiment.
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